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Why did the British never allow themselves to become dependent  on just  two flu major flu vaccine suppliers
like the Americans did? According to health experts,  they did this in case the current  Chiron flu vaccine crisis
happened - to make sure the nation's people were not  left  in a vulnerable position.  

Last  August  UK officials,  with the same information the US officials had,  decided something had to be done
in case the Chiron supplies,  14% of UK supplies,  went  belly up.  The US officials decided to believe Chiron
and gamble 48% of their supplies on an assurance that  everything would turn out  fine despite some worrying
set backs.  

When October 5th arrived, the British authorities pulled the plug on the Chiron,  Liverpool, supplies.  US
authorities were caught out  - nothing had been done in advance,  the country had allowed itself  to get  into
this situation.  

Even without  this crisis,  the UK authorities have always had a situation where they can fall back on six or
seven suppliers that  have been pre-approved by UK authorities. The US, on the other hand, only has two -
one of which has let  them down. Had the US had more pre-approved suppliers,  had the US started to do
something about this problem last  August  when alarm bells were ringing,  had the US…….? This is what
many Americans are now starting to ask. 

The American Health Dept  saw no reason last  August  to do anything,  says their spokesman Tony Jewell.
Americans hear him and ask, so why did the British have a reason, you both worked on the same
information, didn't you? 

America's only other supplier,  Aventis,  may have upped supplies if they had been asked in advance - say
last  August  - said an Aventis spokesman.  But no one from the US approached them on this matter,  not  till
after Oct  5. 

In a nutshell,  one country that  was 14% dependent  did something early on while another that  was 48%
dependent  did nothing.
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